Brisnet.com Arlington Best Bets
Race 1

Friday, May 17, 2019

Race 7

#3 GET NONE (D) (Speed) Has not
been seen since weakening to finish fifth
as the favorite at this distance after dueling for the early lead at Hawthorne in
mid-March. Daughter of Biondetti has a
record of 6-2-1-1 on all-weather surfaces
and won one of two previous starts on
this oval for trainer Rivelli who wins
with 19% of runners that have not raced
for 46-90 days and with 32% that were
beaten as the favorite last time out. Dark
bay figures to be the one to catch with
Valdivia remaining aboard.

#9 VINCITORE (E) (Stalker) Has not been
seen since closing to finish third over a mile
and a sixteenth at this level in mid-January
but has been working sharply for trainer
Roussel who wins with 21% of runners that
have not raced for 90 days or more. Son of
English Channel is out of a stakes placed
mare and won his one previous start on this
turf for Roussel who wins with 20% of his
claimers. Gelding can be in good position
from the start with Emigh riding.

Wagering Strategy

Wagering Strategy

$20 Win #3 GET NONE = $20

$20 Win #9 VINCITORE = $20

$10 Exacta 3 with 2,5 = $20

$10 Exacta 9 with 4,6 = $20

$2 Pick Three 3 with 4,5,6 with 1,6,9 = $18

$2 Pick Three 9 with 4,7,12 with 4,8,9 = $18

Arlington International Expert Selections and Value Plays
All picks within this document were determined pre-scratches.
For more racing information, visit www.arlingtonpark.com/racing

ARLINGTONPARK.COM

RACE 1

#3 GET NONE (D) (Speed) Has not been seen since weakening to finish fifth as the favorite
at this distance after dueling for the early lead at Hawthorne in mid-March. Daughter of
Biondetti has a record of 6-2-1-1 on all-weather surfaces and won one of two previous starts
on this oval for trainer Rivelli who wins with 19% of runners that have not raced for 46-90
days and with 32% that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Dark bay figures to be the
one to catch with Valdivia remaining aboard.
#2 PRINCESS JULES (D) (Stalker) Comes off a weakening fourth place finish after chasing
the early leaders facing better at Tampa over six and a half furlongs last month in her first start
after being claimed by trainer Dale Bennett. Daughter of Fort Prado makes her first start on an
all-weather surface for Bennett who won with two of last twelve runners second off the claim
and who has own with 25% of his starters this year. Gray is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power
and can be running from off the pace with Emigh in the irons.
#5 DRAMA RUN (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced after leading early in her latest over a
mile on grass at about this level at Hawthorne last October. Four-year-old has a record of 7-30-2 lifetime on all-weather tracks and trainer Johns wins with 27% of his runners that have not
raced for 90 days or more and with 25% of his claimers. Daughter of Big Drama can be forwardly placed early with Murrill riding.
#4 HEY HEY (D) (Stalker) Was not a factor when unplaced facing better over five furlongs on
grass in her latest at Hawthorne last month and hit the board without winning in three of four
previous starts on this oval. Trainer Candelas wins with 11% of her claimers and five-year-old
can be a contender for a share running from off the pace with Doyle in the saddle.
#1 LUCKY AT JUSTICE (E) (Closer) Comes off a third-place finish in an even effort at this
level and distance at Hawthorne in March and has a record of 5-1-1-1 on this oval. Daughter
of Lookin at Lucky is trained by Terry Young who wins with 14% of runners that have not
raced for 46-90 days and with 15% of starters in claiming events. Filly can be running late
with Perez aboard.
#6 DANEIRA (U) (Presser) Led from the start to defeat easier over six furlongs across town
last month in her second start after a short break. Dark bay won one of three previous starts on
this Polytrack and trainer Perez wins with 15% of his claimers that won last time out but filly
is unlikely to get the early lead this time.
#7 CONSTANCIA (U) (Stalker) Easily defeated four rivals facing softer after making an early
move to the lead over six furlongs at Hawthorne in her latest last month. Filly faced much better when unplaced in one previous stat on an all-weather surface and barn has won with 10%
of starters this year but daughter of Street Boss may struggle at this level.

RACE 2

#5 POINT STREAK (E) (Presser) Weakened to finish second after leading early over six furlongs at this level at Oaklawn in late April and will try an all-weather surface for the first time.
Daughter of Majestic Warrior is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and trainer Hartman wins
with 21% of his runners in claiming events. Five-year-old has won one of eleven career starts
and figures to be sent early with Kennedy in the saddle.
#6 AIN’T DAT SWEET (U) (Presser) Led from the start to break her maiden over the track
and distance early this month in her first start since last August. Daughter of Custom for Carlos has a record of 3-1-1-1 on this Polytrack for trainer Rivelli who wins with 31% of runners
second off a layoff and with 23% that broke their maiden last time out. Chestnut may not be as
fast as the top selection but can be forwardly placed from the start with Valdivia retaining the
mount.
#4 SUPERSTAR DIVA (E) (Stalker) Has not been seen since fading to finish sixth of seven
runners at this distance at Laurel in December and has a record of 4-1-1-1 on this oval. Trainer
Zawitz won with one of last six runners that had not raced for 90 days or more and daughter of
Data Link can be forwardly placed early and a contender with Marquez up.
#3 FORTRESSA (U) (Stalker) Comes off a fading fourth place finish after making an early
move to the lead facing easier over six furlongs at Oaklawn last month. Dark bay failed to hit
the board in two previous starts here but trainer Williamson wins with 13% of his claimers and
filly can be a contender for a share under Perez who won with 13% of rides for the barn in the
past two months.
#2 AMERICAN BIZ (E) (Stalker) Made some progress to finish third over six furlongs at this
level across town last month. Trainer Reid wins with 18% of his runners in claiming events
but filly failed to hit the board in four previous starts here and loses previous rider Perez to another.
#1 TEMPLESIS (U) (Stalker) Was not a factor when unplaced facing easier on the all-weather
surface at Turfway in her latest in mid-December. Mare won one of three previous starts here
but barn wins with just 3% of runners on all-weather tracks and dark bay will likely find this
company too tough.

RACE 3

#1 VALIANT LADY (E) (Speed) Was caught late after leading from the start when second over the
track and distance six months ago and has a record of 6-1-2-1 on this oval. Trainer Mason won with
one of her first eight runners this meet and wins with 17% of starters on all-weather tracks. Loses previous rider Valdivia to main employer Rivelli but figures to be the one to catch with Doyle taking
over in the saddle.
#6 SHESAHOTMAMA (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace to defeat easier over five and a
half furlongs here two weeks ago in her first start since being reclaimed by Rivelli in September.
Daughter of Gio Ponti has won four of fourteen starts here and Rivelli wins with 31% of runners second off a layoff and with 30% that won last time out. Five-year-old can be in good position from the
start with Valdivia riding.
#9 LOOKTHEOTHERWAY (D) (Closer) Has a record of 9-4-1-3 on this track and drops in class off
a fifth-place finish in an even effort at Turfway in March. Trainer Manley wins with 17% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and won with two of his first three starters at this meet. Bay
has won five of fourteen career starts on synthetic tracks and can be running from off the pace under
Emigh who won with four of last seven rides for the barn.
#3 PRAIRIE CHICK (U) (Closer) Has won four of seventeen starts here and comes off a closing
third place finish over seven furlongs at Tampa facing easier last month. Trainer Silva wins with 13%
of his runners making this surface change but mare was competitive at this level here last year. Sixyear-old can garner a piece from off the pace if regaining some of her previous form.
#7 BLUSHING BELLA (D) (Closer) Tries and all-weather surface for the first time off a well-beaten
fifth place finish facing better at Oaklawn last month in her second start since being claimed by Cipriano Contreras and second after a short break. Contreras wins with 32% of his runners making this
surface change and mare can be a contender for a share closing late with Bridgmohan up.
#5 HER WILD LIFESTYLE (U) (Presser) Was reclaimed by Fernando Bahena when fading to finish
unplaced as the favorite over five and a half furlongs two weeks ago in her first start since January.
Bahena won with one of his last two runners first time off the claim and four-year-old has a record of
10-5-2-0 here. Filly can be near the front early with Kennedy in the irons.
#8 J P’S GIA (U) (Closer) Flattened out to finish third after making some progress from just off the
pace at this distance facing easier at Tampa last month in her first start since early November. Trainer
Boyce wins with 16% of runners second off a layoff and daughter of J P’S Gusto has won one of six
starts here. Dark bay can be running late with Marquez in the saddle.
#2 NOOK (U) (Closer) Has not been seen since finishing a non-threatening sixth over a mile and a
sixteenth again easier at Oaklawn in mid-February. Daughter of Straight Line has won three of fifteen
previous starts on this track but trainer Mason wins with just 2% of her runners that have not raced
for 90 days or more.
#4 LAUNCH AWAY (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Manny Perez when a close third after chasing the
early leaders at this distance facing easier in her latest at Hawthorne last month. Perez wins with 17%
first off the claim but with just 5% making this surface change and mare has won just two of thirtyone career starts.

RACE 4

#1 CAMMACK (E) (Closer) Has a solid record of 15-7-2-0 on this turf and comes off a fourth-place finish in an
even effort at Tampa in early March. Son of Giant’s Causeway posted a decent four-furlong work in 48 seconds
here six days ago for trainer Block who won with two of his first four runners this meet and who wins with 19% of
starters that have not raced for 46-90 days. Dark bay can be along from off the pace under Lopez who was aboard
for both of barn’s two recent winners.
#9 MOON OVER MONTANA (E) (Stalker) Main Track Only entrant has a record of 4-1-2-1 on all-weather
tracks and was reclaimed by Larry Rivelli when unplaced on grass over a mile and a sixteenth here in his latest in
September. Rivelli wins with 25% of his runners first time off the claim and with 29% of his starters that have not
raced for 90 days or more. Five-year-old has tactical speed and can be in good position from the start under Valdivia if this event is moved to the Polytrack.
#3 BLUE SKY KOWBOY (D) (Closer) Has won three of nine starts on this course and has not been seen since
closing to finish fourth over a mile and a sixteenth in a stake at Hawthorne in late-October. Trainer Boyce wins
with 16% of her runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 11% of starters on turf. Chestnut is
ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and can be running late but is winless after five tries at this one-mile distance.
#5 BOLD PROPHET (U) (Presser) Hit the board without winning in both of two previous starts on turf and comes
off a narrow miss when second when claimed by Mike Stidham after leading from the start over a mile and a sixteenth on a muddy main track at Keeneland last month. Five-year-old should take to the surface being by Into Mischief and out of a mare by Hard Spun and Stidham wins with 20% of his runners first off the claim and with 17%
of his runners making this surface change. Bay can be on or near the early lead with Murrill riding.
#7 CUESTION DE TIEMPO (E) (Presser) Comes off a weakening fifth place finish after dueling for the early lead
at this distance at Keeneland last month in his second start after an eight-month break. Son of The Factor has won
three of nine career starts on grass including one on this turf and trainer Correas wins with 15% third off a layoff
and with 11% of his starters on grass. Gelding can be forwardly placed from the start with Valdivia named to ride.
#10 RERIDE (E) (Stalker) Second entrant from the Correas barn is entered for Main Track Only and would be trying an all-weather surface for the first time off a close loss over nine furlongs at Keeneland on the main track last
month in his second start of the year. Correas has won with 7% of his starters this year and son of Candy Ride has
won four of fourteen lifetime starts. Colt has some tactical speed and can be in good early position if this event is
taken off the turf.
#2 GALTON (E) (Stalker) Has won ten of thirty-nine career starts on turf and was last seen when second in an
even effort as the favorite on the synthetic surface at Turfway in March. Eight-year-old makes his second start for
trainer Tracey Young who wins with 28% of runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and with 19% of runners
on grass. Son of Offlee wild can be running from just off the pace with Perez in the saddle.
#8 DON’TASK DON’TELL (E) (Stalker) Second runner from the Block barn weakened to finish fifth after making early progress in his latest at this distance at Tampa last month. Son of To Honor and Serve has won two of
eleven career starts on turf and Block wins with 15% of his runners on grass. Chestnut can be trying to close late
with Emigh riding.
#6 CHIEF OAKIE DOKIE (E) (Closer) Was last seen when fading to finish a well-beaten fifth on the main track at
Hawthorne in December. Chestnut has been working well for trainer Coontz who won with one of last two runners
that had not raced for 90 days or more but gelding failed to hit the board in two previous starts on grass.
#4 SKYCRAFT (E) (Closer) Was never a threat when fourth on the main track at Hawthorne last month in his first
tart since December. Trainer Poulos wins with just 6% of runners second off a layoff and gelding failed to win in
four previous starts on this turf.

RACE 5

#5 DADDY’S BOO (E) (Speed) Has not been seen since weakening to finish third after leading early
over a mile and a sixteenth on the main track here in early September. Daughter of Sweet Return is
ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and has a record of 8-4-3-0 on this turf for trainer Rivelli who
wins with 29% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 20% of starters on
turf. Gray figures to be the one to catch under Valdivia who won with 33% of rides for the barn in the
past two months.
#1 STROLLIN THE BAYOU (E) (Closer) Was not a threat when unplaced at this distance on the
main track at Churchill in her latest in September but won her one previous start on this turf. Trainer
Block wins with 10% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and won with two of his
first four starters this meet. Four-year-old can be running late under Marquez who won with one of
last four rides for the barn.
#8 FIZZY FRIDAY (E) (Stalker) Has won two of fifteen career starts on grass and comes off a sixthplace finish in an even effort at this distance at Keeneland last month. Daughter of Royal Applause is
ranked first on BRIS Current Class and makes her fourth start for trainer Correas who wins with 11%
of his runners on grass. Five-year-old has some tactical speed and can be running from just off the
pace with Kennedy riding.
#2 FONDA ROMANA (E) (Closer) Second runner from the Correas barn closed to finish third over a
mile and a sixteenth at Tampa in her latest in late-December. Correas wins with 9% of runners that
have not raced for 90 days or more and daughter of Roman Ruler won one of two previous starts on
this turf. Four-year-old can be closing with Cotto in the irons.

#3 OH SO TERRIBLE (E) (Closer) Has won two of five starts here and made some late progress
while unplaced over five and a half furlongs at Keeneland in her latest last month in her first start
since October. Daughter of Cape Blanco has not won in a long time but could improve second time
off the layoff.
#4 DRINKS ON ME (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced on the main track at Indiana in her
latest late last month in her first start after a short break. Trainer Winebaugh wins with 11% of her
runners on grass and daughter of Stay Thirsty has won one of twelve starts on turf. Four-year-old finished fourth in a stake at this distance last year and can be closing late with Emigh in the irons.
#6 MO’S M V P (E) (Stalker) Gave way badly after chasing the early leaders at this distance on dirt
at Oaklawn in early March in her first start since November. Six-year-old has a record of 5-1-2-0 on
this turf and trainer Campbell wins with 13% of runners that have not raced for 46-90 days. Mare has
some early speed and can be forwardly placed from the start with Murrill riding.
#7 EMBARRASSING (U) (Presser) Has not been seen since leading from the start to win over a mile
and a sixteenth at Hawthorne in mid-October and won two of four previous starts on this turf. Trainer
Block wins with 10% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and filly can be in good
early position but does take on better here.
#9 APPLIQUE (U) (Closer) Was last seen when never a threat over a mile and a sixteenth at Churchill in mid-November and has won two of seven starts on this turf. Trainer Williamson wins with just
6% of runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and mare is likely best watched here.

RACE 6

#5 OHIO PLAYER (D) (Speed) Was never a factor as the favorite facing much better after a slow
start over five furlongs here in his latest six days ago. Gelding has now failed to hit the board in two
starts on all-weather tracks but tries claiming company for the first time for trainer Rivelli who wins
with 32% of runners that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Gray is ranked first on BRIS Prime
Power and figures to be the one to catch with Valdivia in the irons.
#1 PRAIRIE CHIEF (E) (Stalker) Comes off a second-place finish after pressing the early pace at this
distance at Indiana last month and has a record of 3-1-1-0 on this oval. Trainer Contreras wins with
25% of his claimers and with 32% of his runners making this surface change. Five-year-old can be
stalking the early leaders and a contender with Emigh in the saddle.

#8 BABA TOBI (E) (Closer) Finished second in an even effort over six furlongs at this level at Hawthorne last month in his first start for trainer Eduardo Rodriguez and will try an all-weather surface
for the first time. Rodriguez wins with 11% of his runners in claiming events and won with three of
his first ten starters at this meet. Dark bay can be a factor from off the pace if taking to this surface.
#7 OH SO TALL (U) (Speed) Weakened late when second over six furlongs facing easier at Oaklawn
after dueling for the early lead earlier this month and is another trying a synthetic surface for the first
time. Gelding has won two of twelve career starts and trainer Mason wins with 21% of her runners
making this surface change. Bay can be near the front early with Murrill in the irons.
#6 RUN YOUR RACE (D) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced over six furlongs in an allowance in
his latest this month in his first start since early-January. Son of Mizzen Mast has a record of 5-2-1-0
on this Polytrack and trainer Banks wins with 13% of his claimers. Gray can be running from just off
the pace with Doyle up.
#2 BATTLE N AWAY (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Roger Brueggemann when second over six and
a half furlongs facing easier here two weeks ago. Brueggemann wins with 17% of his runners first off
the claim and gelding has won four of twelve starts on this oval but does take on better here.
#3 PRINCE ARLO (E) (Presser) May have needed his latest when weakening to finish unplaced after
pressing the early leader over seven furlongs at this level here early this month being his first outing
since last September. Five-year-old has some tactical speed but has now failed to hit the board in
three starts on this track and makes his second start for trainer Ryan who wins with a low 8% of his
runners in claiming events.

#4 CHANGN FIVEHUNDRED (E) (Stalker) Has not been seen since finishing second after chasing
the early leaders over five furlongs on grass at Hawthorne in late-October. Five-year-old has won two
of eight starts here but trainer Whitson failed to win with last five runners that had not raced for 90
days or more and gelding may just need this outing.
#9 CHARGE CARD (E) (Closer) Was never a threat when unplaced at this level over six furlongs in
his latest at Gulfstream in late-February and failed to hit the board in two previous starts here. Trainer
Winebaugh wins with 13% of her claimers but gelding needs improvement on most recent efforts to
be a factor.

RACE 7

#9 VINCITORE (E) (Stalker) Has not been seen since closing to finish third over a mile and a sixteenth at this level in mid-January but has been working sharply for trainer Roussel who wins with 21% of runners that have not
raced for 90 days or more. Son of English Channel is out of a stakes placed mare and won his one previous start on
this turf for Roussel who wins with 20% of his claimers. Gelding can be in good position from the start with
Emigh riding.
#6 RUN TAPPY (D) (Closer) Made belated late progress when unplaced as the favorite at this distance in an allowance on dirt at Oaklawn in late-March. Trainer Catalano wins with 18% of runners that have not raced for 4690 days and won with one of first five starters this meet. BRIS Prime Power choice has won one of five previous
starts on turf and can be running late with Valdivia taking the mount.
#4 CHARLIE’SARCHANGEL (E) (Stalker) Finished third in one previous start on turf and comes off a weakening third place finish after leading early over a mile and a sixteenth on the main track at Churchill early this month
in his first start after a short break. Trainer Amoss wins with 30% of his runners second off a layoff and has won
with two of five starters at this meet. Son of Archarcharch can be in good position from the start with Bridgmohan
aboard.
#5 POWER SONG (E) (Speed) Weakened to finish third after leading early in his latest at this level over a mile
and a sixteenth at Fair Grounds in March from which race the winner has won again since. Trainer Robertson wins
with 21% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and son of Eskendereya has won one of six starts on
turf. Dark bay posted a sharp five-furlong work in 1:00 1/5 early this month and can be the one to catch with Santiago in the saddle.
#3 FASHION DECREE (D) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced in an allowance at Keeneland in his latest
last month in his first start since winning his debut at Tampa in mid-February. Son of Speightstown is a half brother to Group Two winner War Decree and trainer Correas wins with 24% of his runners first time in a claiming
event. Gelding can be running late with Kennedy riding.
#7 IOYA AGAIN (D) (Closer) Tries claiming company for the first time off a fading fifth place finish over a mile
and a sixteenth on the main track at Hawthorne in November. Son of Fort Prado has a record of 4-1-1-1 on this turf
and trainer Block wins with 28% of his runners first time in for a tag. Bay can be running from off the pace under
Marquez who won with one of last four rides for the barn.
#1 HONEST TO GOODNESS (E) (Closer) Made progress to finish second at this distance at Tampa in his latest
last month from which race the winner won again next time out. Trainer Silva wins with 16% of his claimers and
son of Malibu Moon has won one of five career starts on turf. Gelding can be running late with Felix in the irons.
#10 FORT RAMSEY (U) (Closer) Tries grass for the first time and was claimed by Chris Davis when flattening
out to finish third over nine furlongs after making progress facing easier on the main track at Keeneland last month
in his second outing. Davis won with two of last five runners first off the claim and dark bay can be running late
but does give up an experience edge to most here.
#2 YOU SPLIT TENS (U) (Speed) Has not been seen since leading from the start to break his maiden on the main
track at Hawthorne in late-December. Son of Congrats failed to win in eight previous starts on grass but trainer
Block wins with 10% of runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 18% that broke their maiden in
their last outing.
#11 DOLLAR BLUE (U) (Closer) Second runner from the Correas barn has not been seen since drawing off to
break his maiden by seven lengths over a mile and a sixteenth at Tampa in November in his third outing. Son of
Exchange Rate is a half brother to two other winners on grass and Correas wins with 9% of runners that have not
raced for 90 days or more.
#8 LEMON BLITZ (U) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced over nine furlongs on the main track at Keeneland last month when claimed by Chris Davis. Son of Lemon Drop Kid has won one of ten starts on grass but
seems unlikely to find needed improvement to be a threat here.

RACE 8

#4 MOONLIGHT MISCHIEF (U) (Closer) Has won four of thirteen starts here and comes off a closing second place
finish at this distance at Tampa last month. Son of Hold Me Back is trained by Liane Davis who wins with 16% of her
runners on turf. Barn is looking for first winner of the year but gelding can be along from off the pace with Murrill retaining the mount.
#7 FUNNY QUESTIONS (U) (Closer) Closed to finish fifth behind the top selection at this distance at Tampa in his
latest last month and has won one of three outings on this turf. Trainer Bennett wins with 17% of his runners on grass
and son of Quality Road is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power. Gelding can be running late with Bridgmohan in the saddle.
#12 CANDY MY BOY (E) (Stalker) Main Track Only entrant comes off a closing second place finish at this distance
on a sloppy surface at Oaklawn last month in his first start since being claimed by Ingrid Mason and third outing of the
year. Mason has won with one of eight runners at this meet and son of Candy Ride can be a factor if this event is moved
to the Polytrack.
#1 MCHENRY (E) (Closer) Has a record of 11-2-3-1 on this turf and comes off a well-beaten third place finish on the
main track at Hawthorne last month in his second start of the year. Trainer Reavis wins with 18% of his runners third
off the layoff and has made a strong start to this meet with his first few starters. Gelding can be a contender running late
with Marquez remaining aboard.
#6 STORMINSIDE (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Ingrid Mason when defeating easier on dirt over a mile at Oaklawn
early this month after being involved from the start in his first outing since February. Mason wins with 18% of runners
first time off the claim and son of Hansen has won one of three starts on grass. Gray has some tactical speed and can be
in good position from the start with Felix riding.
#5 ANTRIM’S GIANT (E) (Stalker) Comes off a second-place finish in an even effort at Hawthorne last month. Trainer
Poulos wins with 22% of runners making this surface change but chestnut failed to win in nine previous starts on grass
and may be a bigger threat if this event is move to the main track.
#10 BIG DINNER (E) (Closer) Was not a serious threat when a distant fourth of five on a sloppy main track at Hawthorne last month in his second start after a short break. Son of Bob and John has won three of ten starts on grass and
trainer Williamson wins with 17% making this surface change. Dark bay can be running late but does lose previous rider Perez to another.
#11 PAPA CALIENTE (U) (Stalker) Second Main Track Only entrant has won one of two starts on this Polytrack and
has not been seen since never-threatening when unplaced over a mile at Oaklawn in March. Trainer Campbell wins with
13% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and gray can be forwardly placed early and a contender for a
small share if this event is taken off the turf.
#3 SEA ROVER (E) (Presser) Was claimed by Leonard Slager when fading to finish unplaced at this distance on a
muddy main track at Hawthorne in mid-December. Chestnut has won two of eight previous starts on this turf and can be
forwardly placed early although Slager wins with just 6% of runners that have not raced for 90 days or more.

#8 IN THE CHAMBER (U) (Stalker) Was not a factor when unplaced over a mile on the main track at Gulfstream in
his latest in February but has won five of twelve starts on this turf. Son of Fort Prado is trained by Cheryl Winebaugh
who wins with 9% of her runners that have not raced for 46-90 days but gelding needs improvement on most recent efforts to be a contender.
#9 GOLDEN GIFT (U) (Presser) Gave way to finish unplaced over a mile on the all-weather surface at Turfway in his
latest kin February. Ten-year-old has a record of 8-3-3-1 on this turf but trainer Young wins with just 6% of runners that
have not raced for 90 days or more and son of Lemon Drop Kid may just need this outing.
#2 SUSPENDERS (U) (Closer) Has not been seen since never-threatening after a slow start when unplaced at this distance at Hawthorne on the main track in mid-December. Trainer Williamson wins with a low percentage of runners that
have not raced for three months or more and chestnut has little early speed and has not won in a long time.

RACE 9

#8 FLYINGBYU (E) (Presser) Won three of four previous starts on this track and comes off a
weakening fourth place finish after dueling for the early lead at this distance at Hawthorne in
March. Trainer Bigelow wins with 20% of his claimers and gelding won when fresh here last
year and may be the one to catch with Murrill up.
#9 FERLIN HUSKY (D) (Closer) Has not raced since fading to finish unplaced over a mile
and a sixteenth facing better here in September and has a record of 7-2-3-0 on this oval. Son
of Mr. Greeley hit the board in one of three previous starts at this distance and trainer Rivelli
wins with 29% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 32% dropping
two classes. Dark bay has been working well and can be along from off the pace with Valdivia
riding.
#4 VAPOR VIPER (E) (Stalker) Comes off a third-place finish after chasing the early leaders
over five furlongs early this month. Trainer Eduardo Rodriguez wins with 11% of his claimers
and son of Half Ours has a record of 8-2-3-1 on this oval. Gray can be running from just off
the pace with Emigh remaining aboard.
#7 LITTLE IKE (E) (Closer) Faded to finish fourth over a mile at Hawthorne in his latest at
this level last month in his second start for trainer Hugo Rodriguez. Gray failed to hit the
board in two previous starts on this track but Rodriguez wins with 18% of his claimers and
son of Midshipman could garner a small share with Santiago riding.

#6 SAVIE (D) (Closer) Has won four of sixteen previous starts on this track and comes off a
sixth-place finish in an even effort facing better on turf at Hawthorne last month. Trainer Candelas wins with 11% of her claimers and gelding can be more competitive at this level.
#5 GREENHORN (D) (Presser) Was eased late after showing early run over six and a half furlongs in his latest two weeks ago facing better here. Trainer Poulos wins with 12% of her runners in claiming events and gelding has hit the board in six of fourteen starts here. Five-yearold can be near the front early with Bridgmohan riding.
#2 MY CURBY (E) (Closer) Made mild progress when fourth over seven furlongs at this level
in his latest early this month and has a record of 11-3-1-2 on this Polytrack. Trainer Earl
Hughes wins with just 5% of his runners in claiming events but son of Curlin can be a contender for a share with Cotto retaining the mount.
#1 LITTLE BALTAR (D) (Stalker) Makes his first start for trainer Spanabel off a fading unplaced effort facing better on grass at Hawthorne last month. Seven-year-old has not won in a
long time and barn failed to win with last eighty-five runners in claiming events.
#3 SMOKEY MAC ROW (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced over seven furlongs in
his latest here early this month. Son of El Corredor makes his second start for trainer Hughes
who has won with just 4% of runners this year and gelding needs to find improvement on recent efforts to be a contender.
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Race 6

Race 7

#6 GANGSTA GIRL (1st Starter) Trainer
Rivelli wins with 32% of his first-time
starters and saddles debuting daughter of
12% first out sire Uncaptured who is out
of a mare but Closing Argument whose
offspring win 15% of their first outings.
Three-year-old is a half-sister to one
winner and has worked well for Rivelli
who wins with 23% of his runners overall in maiden claiming events. Bay is
likely ready to win at first asking under
Valdivia who won with 35% of rides for
the barn in the past two months.

#8 GHAALEB ROYALE (E) (Presser) Narrowly missed when second after being involved from the start at this distance in her
debut at Hawthorne in late-October. Daughter
of Ghaaleb is a half-sister to four winners and
has been working well for trainer Becker
who wins with 27% of his runners that have
not raced for 90 days or more and with 12%
of his second time starters. Chestnut can be
in good position from the start under Emigh
who won with 38% of rides for the barn in
the past two months.

Wagering Strategy

Wagering Strategy

$20 Win #6 GANSTA GIRL = $20

$20 Win #8 GHAALEB ROYALE = $20

$10 Exacta 6 with 4,7 = $20

$10 Ex 8 with 1,7 = $20

$2 Pick Three 6 with 1,7,8 with 1,4,7 = $18

$2 Pick Three 8 with 1,4,7 with 7,8,14 = $18

Arlington International Expert Selections and Value Plays
All picks within this document were determined pre-scratches.
For more racing information, visit www.arlingtonpark.com/racing

ARLINGTONPARK.COM

RACE 1

#2 MISS DEVINE (D) (Stalker) Has a record of 5-1-0-2 on this track and comes off a fading
fourth place finish after chasing the early leaders at this distance across town last month.
Trainer Matthews wins with 16% of his runners in claiming events and daughter of Congrats
is ranked first on BRIS Current Class. Filly can be in good position from the start with Emigh
retaining the mount.
#1 LADY WARRIOR (D) (Presser) Weakened to finish fourth after dueling for the early lead
at this distance at Hawthorne in her latest last month and will try this track for the first time.
Four-year-old is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and trainer Reavis wins with 19% of his
claimers and has made a good start with his few runners at this meet. Dark bay can be on or
near the early lead breaking from the rail with Lopez remaining aboard.
#6 U TURN THE PAGE (D) (Presser) Won one of seven previous starts on this oval and
comes off a fading fifth place finish facing better over a mile at Tampa last month. Trainer Silva wins with 12% of his runners going from a route to a sprint and daughter of Bold Warrior
can be forwardly placed from the start with Valdivia in the saddle.
#4 BAYLOR (D) (Stalker) Was not a factor when unplaced facing better over five and a half
furlongs here in her latest a week ago. Daughter of Brethren has no failed to hit the board in
two starts on this Polytrack but trainer Dorochenko has won with one of six starters this meet
and filly can be near the front early.

#3 R FOUR O ONE K (E) (Closer) Never-threatened when unplaced over five furlongs at this
level at Hawthorne in her latest last month in her second start of the year. Mare has won one of
eight starts on this oval and trainer Perez wins with 11% of his claimers but chestnut needs improvement on recent efforts to be competitive.
#5 KINGSBURY DREAM (E) (Stalker) Comes off a well beaten unplaced effort over five
furlongs at this level across town last month in her first start since early January. Filly has won
one of three starts here but trainer Childers failed to win with last forty-two runners second off
a layoff and chestnut’s most recent efforts have been poor.

RACE 2

#4 NOT CHOPPED LIVER (E) (Presser) Faded to finish unplaced as the favorite after pressing the early leaders at this level over seven furlongs here two weeks ago and has won one of
five starts on this main track. Trainer Winebaugh wins with 20% of her runners that were beaten as the favorite last time out and son of Stay Thirsty is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power.
Five-year-old can be the one to catch with Murrill in the saddle.
#6 LITTLE IKE (E) (Stalker) Comes off a fading fourth place finish as the favorite at Hawthorne last month in her second start for trainer Hugo Rodriguez. Five-year-old failed to hit
the board in two starts on this oval but Rodriguez wins with 19% of his claimers and has won
with two of six starters this meet. Gray can be a threat from just off the pace with Santiago riding.
#2 CARNOUSTIE (D) (Closer) Has a record of 9-3-1-2 on this track and comes off a neverthreatening last of five place finish over the track and distance eight days ago. Trainer Cowan
wins with 18% of his runners on all-weather tracks and gelding can be closing late with Felix
remaining aboard.
#5 SANTA AMERICANA (E) (Closer) Gave way to finish unplaced after chasing the early
leaders over seven furlongs two weeks ago and has failed to hit the board in two starts on this
oval. Trainer Eduardo Rodriguez has made a good start with runners this meet but gelding
needs to find improvement off this most recent effort to be a factor.

#1 LANDING GEAR (D) (Closer) Was never a threat after a slow start over the track and distance facing better in his latest earlier this month. Gelding has won two of ten starts here but
trainer Earl Hughes wins with just 5% of his claimers and has won with just 4% of starters this
year.
#3 HIDE THE EVIDENCE (E) (Closer) Second runner from the Hughes barn comes off a distant third of four place finish at this level at Hawthorne last month. Seven-year-old has little
early speed and has failed to win in nine starts on this oval.

RACE 3

#2 NEW RULES (E) (Stalker) Gave way to finish unplaced after chasing the early leaders at
Churchill early this month in her third start of the year and will try an all-weather surface for
the first time. Daughter of Justin Phillip is a half sister to six winners and trainer Norm Casse
wins with 15% of his runners in maiden special weight events. BRIS Prime Power choice has
hit the board in one of four career outings and can be forwardly placed early with Valdivia in
the saddle.
#6 LOOL BEH (U) (Presser) Comes off a closing third place finish at this distance at Keeneland in a maiden claimer last month in her third outing and first since November. Daughter of
Rule is out of a stake winning mare who has produced four winners and trainer Davis wins
with 29% of his runners second off a layoff. Filly showed early speed in her first two outings
and can be on or near the lead from the start with Kennedy up.
#8 LILLET (E) (Stalker) Is still a maiden after ten career starts but has hit the board five times
and comes off a second-place finish at this distance across town last month in her second start
after a seven-month break. Trainer Wainwright wins with 24% of runners third off a layoff and
daughter of Bullet Train has finished in-the-money in two of four starts on this Polytrack. Four
-year-old can be near the front throughout with Felix in the irons.
#7 HANA HIGHWAY (E) (Stalker) Made some belated progress to finish fifth over a mile at
Oaklawn last month in her second outing. Daughter of Quality Road showed some early run in
her debut and posted a sharp four-furlong work in 47 seconds here eight days ago for trainer
Catalano who wins with 19% of his runners going from a route to a sprint. Filly may show
more here under Marquez who won with one of last four rides for the barn.
#5 NURSE SADIE (E) (Speed) Has not been seen since fading to finish fourth after dueling
for the early lead at this distance at Hawthorne in October in her second outing. Daughter of
Foreclosed has been working forwardly at Fairmount for trainer Cristel who wins with 9% of
his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and filly may be sent early with Santiago
aboard.
#3 ME TOO MO (1st Starter) Newcomer has a good win early pedigree being by Uncle Mo
whose offspring win 16% of their first outings. Three-year-old posted a decent five-furlong
work in 1:01 here two weeks ago for trainer Young who wins with 6% of his first time starters.
Filly is worth a look with Doyle riding.
#4 FIELD DAISEY (1st Starter) Trainer Williamson wins with 10% of his first-time starters
and saddles debuting daughter of 18% first out sire Bold Warrior who is a half-sister to three
winners. Filly has been working steadily and could be a factor with Emigh in the saddle.
#1 SISTER RULER (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Manley who won with two of first four
starters this meet and daughter of Road Ruler is a half sister to three winners. Dark bay has
been working well enough but Manley failed to win with last thirty first timers and filly is
likely best watched here.

RACE 4

#6 LIGHT OF THE WORLD (E) (Speed) Weakened to finish second after dueling for the early lead over seven furlongs at Keeneland last month in his first start for trainer Davis and first
since January. Son of Bernardini is a half-brother to two winners and has posted two decent
works here for Davis who wins with 29% of his runners second off a layoff and who won with
one of first six starters this meet. Three-year-old can be on or near the lead from the start with
Doyle riding.
#5 BOLD PAYNTER (E) (Stalker) Was passed late after leading from the start when third
over the track and distance two weeks ago in his first start since being claimed by Cheryl
Winebaugh in early-March. Son of Paynter has hit the board in two of five career starts and
Winebaugh won with three of last nine runners second off the claim. Bay can be forwardly
placed early with Murrill in the irons.
#4 RONAMO (U) (Closer) Comes off a closing second place finish at this distance at Oaklawn in a maiden claimer last month and has hit the board in four of six career starts. Son of
Run Away and Hide is a half brother to one winner and trainer Catalano wins with 14% of his
maiden claimers. Bay can be running late with Valdivia up.
#2 EASTSIDE BOY (E) (Stalker) Chased the early leaders when second over a mile at Hawthorne last month and has hit the board in both of two career starts. Trainer Robertson wins
with 20% of runners in maiden special weight events and won with one of first five starters
this meet. Dark bay can be a factor with Kennedy riding.
#7 MAJESTIC DAY (E) (Closer) Made belated progress to finish sixth over six furlongs at
Oaklawn in his latest last month in his first start since being claimed by Ingrid Mason. Dark
bay has hit the board in one of five career starts and Mason won with one of first eight runners
this meet. Son of New Year’s Day is out of a stakes winning mare who has produced three
winners and colt can be closing with Felix in the saddle.
#3 CORNSTARCH (E) (Closer) Trailed the field from the start through slow fractions ovder a
mile and three sixteenths at Keeneland in his latest last month. Son of Awesome Again has hit
the board in one of four starts and makes his second outing for trainer Kozhomzharov who has
won with 20% of his runners this year. Chestnut posted a sharp three-furlong work here three
days ago and could show more with Marquez riding.
#1 TAPIZART (E) (Closer) Gets blinkers added off a distant fourth place finish over a mile
last month in his third career start. Trainer Cowan wins with just 3% of his runners in maiden
special weight events and chestnut needs improvement to be a threat.

RACE 5

#5 BURNSIDE (U) (Stalker) Has not been seen since rallying from just off the pace to break his
maiden at this distance at Churchill nearly twenty months ago in his second career start. Recent works
include a five furlong move in 58 2/5 for trainer Rivelli who wins with 29% of his runners that have
not raced for 90 days or more. Son of War Front is a half-brother to seven other winners and can be
running from just off the pace with Valdivia up.
#8 SAILING SOLO (E) (Closer) Gets blinkers added off a third-place finish in an even effort on a
sloppy main track at Hawthorne last month in his second start after a short break. Chestnut failed to
hit the board in two previous starts on grass but should be suited to the surface being by Smart Strike
and out of a stake winning turf mare and trainer Roussel wins with 15% of runners third off a layoff.
Colt can be running late with Marquez in the irons.
#2 PONT DU GARD (U) (Closer) Second runner from the Roussel barn has not been seen since closing from just off the pace to defeat easier over seven and a half furlongs at Fair Grounds in earlyMarch. Son of Liaison finished second in the Grade Three American Classic last year in one of four
previous starts on this course and Roussel wins with 17% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90
days. Four-year-old can be running late with Lopez riding.
#1 ARCHIEMYBOY (E) (Stalker) Weakened to finish third ovder six furlongs on the main track at
Hawthorne in his latest last month in his first start since December. Dark bay did not hit the board in
one previous start on turf but is by 13% grass sire Archarcharch and trainer Becker wins with 16% of
his runners on turf. Gelding is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power but is offered for a tag today which
may raise suspicion.

#9 RIO SECO (E) (Stalker) Main Track Only entrant has a record of 8-2-3-2 on this Polytrack and
has not been seen since fading to finish unplaced at Hawthorne in early-December. Trainer Kirby
wins with 20% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and dark bay can be forwardly
placed early and a contender if this event is taken off the turf.
#7 FARAT (E) (Closer) Made mild late progress when sixth over a mile and a sixteenth at Keeneland
in his latest last month in his first start after a short break. Son of Lemon Drop Kid has won one of
eight starts on turf and makes his second outing for trainer Kozhomzharov who has won with 20% of
runners this year. Dark bay can be trying to close late with Felix up.
#3 AMERICAN HERITAGE (U) (Speed) Tries turf for the first time and comes off a gate-to-wire
score over five furlongs at Fairmount late last month. Son of American Lion is out of a stakes placed
mare and trainer Pompell won with two of last seven runners making this surface change. Three-yearold may be sent early under Santiago who won with three of last nine rides for the barn.
#4 SURF SHACK (E) (Closer) Comes off a fading fifth place finish on dirt at Hawthorne last month
in his third start after a short break. Son of Malibu Moon has failed to win in nine previous starts on
turf and trainer Winebaugh failed to win with last nineteen runners making this surface change.
#6 CAMPIONI (E) (Closer) Has not been seen since finishing fourth in an even effort on dirt at Hawthorne in early December in his second start for trainer Miller. Five-year-old has managed just one
third place finish from six tries on grass and appears unlikely to find needed improvement to be a
threat at this level.
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RACE 6

#6 GANGSTA GIRL (1 Starter) Trainer Rivelli wins with 32% of his first-time starters and
saddles debuting daughter of 12% first out sire Uncaptured who is out of a mare but Closing
Argument whose offspring win 15% of their first outings. Three-year-old is a half-sister to one
winner and has worked well for Rivelli who wins with 23% of his runners overall in maiden
claiming events. Bay is likely ready to win at first asking under Valdivia who won with 35%
of rides for the barn in the past two months.
#7 KENAI COOL (E) (Speed) Weakened to finish second after pressing the early leader over
the track and distance two weeks ago and has hit the board in four of nine career starts.
Daughter of Shanghai Bobby is a half sister to two winners and trainer Rodriguez wins with
11% of his maiden claimers. Dark bay is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and may be sent
early with Emigh retaining the mount.
#4 THIRSTY COWGIRL (E) (Closer) Finished well when third over the track and distance at
this level two weeks ago in his first start on this oval and second after a short break. Trainer
Young wins with 24% of his runners third off a layoff and daughter of Stay Thirsty is a half
sister to one winner. Three-year-old can be a threat from off the pace with Felix in the saddle.
#8 AMAZING ANNIE (D) (Stalker) Comes off a fading fifth place finish over six furlongs in
a maiden special weight event across town in early-December. Dark bay has hit the board in
one of five career starts for trainer Kirby who wins with 20% of his runners that have not
raced for 90 days or more. Daughter of Indy Snow has been working well and may be a contender with Kennedy in the saddle.
#5 DABINAWA DOVE (E) (Closer) Made progress to finish second over six furlongs at Oaklawn last month in her second career outing. Daughter of Hightail is a half sister to two winners and trainer Swearingen wins with 17% of his runners making this surface change. Threeyear-old can be running late with Murrill in the saddle.
#2 NIGHT FLOWER (1st Starter) Second newcomer from the Rivelli barn is by 10% debut
sire Midnight Lute and out of a mare by Macho Uno whose offspring win 13% first time out.
Filly’s works are not as fast as her stablemate’s but gray is probably ready for a decent first
outing with Cotto riding.

#1 SHARPERTHANME (E) (Closer) Closed some while a well-beaten fourth over six and a
half furlongs at Tampa last month and will try an all-weather surface for the first time. Daughter of Smart Bid has hit the board in two of seven career starts for trainer Davis who wins with
15% of her first-time starters and filly can be trying to close with Doyle in the saddle.
#3 LOOKIN AT VANESSA (D) (Closer) Has not been seen since being eased over a mile and
a sixteenth on grass in a maiden special weight event at Hawthorne in mid-October. Dark bay
hit the board in two of three previous starts on this Polytrack but trainer Young wins with just
6% of runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and filly may just need this outing.

RACE 7

#8 GHAALEB ROYALE (E) (Presser) Narrowly missed when second after being involved
from the start at this distance in her debut at Hawthorne in late-October. Daughter of Ghaaleb
is a half-sister to four winners and has been working well for trainer Becker who wins with
27% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 12% of his second time
starters. Chestnut can be in good position from the start under Emigh who won with 38% of
rides for the barn in the past two months.
#1 SCARLET POSITION (1st Starter) Trainer Becker wins with 15% of his first-time starters
and saddles debuting daughter of Well Postioned who is out of a stakes placed mare. Threeyear-old’s works include a four furlong move in 47 3/5 two weeks ago for Becker who wins
with 21% of his runners overall in maiden special weight events. Filly may be ready for a
good first outing under Santiago who won with eight of last fifteen rides for the barn.
#7 LIZZ A BEE (1st Starter) Newcomer by young sire Power Broker is a half-sister to four
winners and debuts for trainer Catalano who wins with 17% of his first-time starters. Threeyear-old has been working forwardly for Catalano who wins with 14% of his runners in maiden special weight events and who has won with one of eight starters this meet. Bay could be a
factor with Valdivia taking the mount.
#2 JOYFUL NIGHT (E) (Closer) Comes off a fading unplaced effort over a mile on grass at
Tampa last month in her second outing. Daughter of Midnight Lute is a half-sister to three
winners and posted a sharp three-furlong work in 34 3/5 here a week ago for trainer Block
who wins with 23% of runners going from a route to a sprint. Dark bay can be a contender under Lopez who won with two of last four rides for the barn.
#3 RONAN (E) (Stalker) Comes off a third-place finish in an even effort over a mile and a
sixteenth across town last month in her second start of the year. Trainer Johns wins with 12%
of his runners third off a layoff and daughter of Successful Appeal is a half-sister to five winners. Three-year-old can be running from just off the pace with Marquez in the saddle.
#4 RED JERSEY (1st Starter) Trainer Silva wins with 13% of his first-time starters and saddles debuting daughter of 10% debut sire Jersey Town who is a half-sister to five winners.
Chestnut’s works include a four furlong move in 48 2/5 two weeks ago and filly may be ready
for a decent first outing with Murrill aboard.
#6 MORA VALLEY (E) (Presser) Has not been seen since weakening to finish second after
leading early as the favorite at this distance at Hawthorne in early-December in her second
outing. Trainer Kirby wins with 20% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more
and filly can be on or near the early lead with Doyle riding.
#5 STOPSHOPPINGAMY (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Kirby and daughter of Indy Snow is
a half-sister to three winners. Chestnut has worked forwardly but Kirby failed to win with last
twenty-one first time starters and filly is likely best watched in her debut.

RACE 8

#7 RUN WRIGHTAWAY (D) (Stalker) Was not a factor when unplaced facing better over six furlongs at Oaklawn in her latest last month in her first start since being claimed by Michael Campbell.
Daughter of Run Away and Hide makes her first start on this Polytrack but has a record of 2-1-1-0 on
the all-weather track at Presque Isle and Campbell won with one of last five runners second off the
claim. Filly can be along from just off the pace with Joel Campbell riding.
#1 WAR BEAUTY (U) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace to break her maiden over seven furlongs at
Tampa in her latest last month from which race the runner-up has won since. Trainer Bennett wins
with 38% of his runners that broke their maiden last time out and with 19% of his starters in claiming
events. Four-year-old can be running late with Murrill in the saddle.

#4 VICTORY ROSE (D) (Stalker) Tries an all-weather surface for the first time off a fading fourth of
five place finish facing better at Hawthorne over six furlongs last month in her first start since January. Daughter of Chicago Six has won one of four career starts for trainer Perez who wins with 11%
of his claimers. Chestnut can be forwardly placed from the start with Cotto up.
#5 SHARING A LAUGH (U) (Closer) Has not been seen since being claimed by Patti Miller when
flattening out to finish fourth over a mile across town in November. Gray won one of two previous
starts on this track and Miller wins with 8% of runners that have not raced for 90 days or more.
Daughter of Fort Prado can be running from just off the pace with Santiago in the irons.
#3 SHES JUST CAPITAL (D) (Stalker) Drops in class off a fading fifth place finish over a mile and
a sixteenth here six days ago. Trainer Hughes won with three of last nineteen runners dropping two
classes but has won with just 4% of his starters this year and filly has now failed to hit the board in
three starts on this Polytrack.
#9 DREAM OF HERO (D) (Closer) Makes her first start on a synthetic surface and drops in class off
a never-threatening unplaced effort over seven furlongs at Tampa in mid-February. Trainer
Dorochenko wins with just 3% of runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and filly’s latest
two efforts do not inspire confidence.
#8 MARGARITA ATTACK (U) (Stalker) Comes off a distant second place finish facing easier at
Hawthorne over a mile this month in her second start after a short break. Daughter of Forest Attack
failed to hit the board in one previous start here and trainer Childers wins with just 3% of runners
third off a layoff.

#2 TWILIGHT WARRIOR (U) (Stalker) Comes off a distant third of five place finish over six furlongs at Hawthorne last month and failed to win in five previous starts on this track. Trainer Lindsay
wins with just 6% of runners in claiming events and mare has won just one of thirty career outings.
#6 TRACK MAGIC (U) (Closer) Was eased after chasing the early leaders over a mile across town in
her latest last month in her second start after a short break. Four-year-old failed to win in five previous starts on this oval and trainer Candelas is looking for first winner of the year.

RACE 9

#7 ORCUS (E) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace to win his latest at this level and distance on the main track two weeks
ago in his first start since February. Trainer Rivelli wins with 35% of his claimers that won last time out and with 31% of
starters second off a layoff. Gelding failed to hit the board in eight previous starts on grass but is ranked first on BRIS Prime
Power and appears the one to beat especially if this event is moved to the all-weather main track.
#8 ROAR OF THE LION (E) (Closer) Has not been seen since making some belated progress while unplaced over a mile at
Fair Grounds in mid-February. Son of Kitten’s Joy won one of seven previous starts on this turf and trainer Roussel wins with
17% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days. Chestnut can be closing late with Lopez in the saddle.
#14 ROUND HILL (E) (Closer) Has a record of 8-1-1-1 on turf and comes off a third-place finish in an even effort behind the
top selection on the main track early this month in his first start since early-January. Trainer Catalano wins with 24% of his
runners second off a layoff and with 21% of his claimers. Gelding can be a contender if drawing in off the AE list.
#5 MALIGATOR (E) (Presser) Has a record of 4-1-0-1 on this turf and weakened to finish second after leading early over a
mile on the main track at Hawthorne last month. Trainer Brueggemann wins with 17% of his runners on grass and with 26%
that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Gray can be forwardly placed from the start with Bridgmohan riding.
#12 SPEARED (E) (Stalker) Comes off a weakening second place finish at this level and distance on the main track two
weeks ago in his third start of the year. Four-year-old has won one of five starts on turf and trainer Gulick wins with 15% of
his claimers. Chestnut can be a threat with Doyle retaining the mount.
#13 TONBO (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Ingrid Mason when flattening out to finish sixth after making progress as the favorite at this distance facing easier on dirt at Oaklawn in his latest last month. Chestnut failed to hit the board in two previous
starts on grass but is a half brother to one winner on turf and Mason wins with 18% of runners first off the claim. Gelding
may be a contender under Felix who won with one of last two rides for the barn.
#2 SUMMER CASTLE (U) (Closer) Has a record of 10-3-0-2 on this turf and has not been seen since fading to finish unplaced on dirt across town in late November. Trainer Block wins with 10% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or
more and with 15% of his starters on turf. Son of Cashel Castle can be a contender for a share under Marquez who won with
one of last four rides for Block.
#3 VOLGOGRAD (E) (Closer) Comes off a fifth-place finish in an even effort over seven furlongs on the main track at this
level here two weeks ago. Son of Curlin has hit the board in three of five starts on grass and trainer Slater wins with 9% of his
runners in claiming events. Six-year-old has not won in a while but can be running late with Tavares up.
#9 JIMMY D (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Earl Hughes when closing from off the pace to defeat easier on the main track at
this distance here six days ago. Hughes won with four of last eight runners first off the claim and gelding won one of five
starts on this turf.
#4 SACRED LEGACY (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced after chasing the early leaders on the main track at this level
two weeks ago in his first start since early-November. Trainer Kirby wins with 7% of his runners second off a layoff and fiveyear-old has won one of eleven starts here.
#10 PAMIR (U) (Presser) Won one previous start on turf and comes off a gate-to-wire win defeating easier at this distance on
the main track at Hawthorne last month in his second start after a short break. Son of Blame is trained by Rodolfo Aguilar
who wins with 19% third off a layoff and dark bay can be near the front early with Balion riding.
#6 GOOD INTENT (E) (Stalker) Weakened to finish fourth after pressing the early pace at this level and distance on the Polytrack in his latest this month. Son of Scat Daddy failed to hit the board in two previous starts on this turf and trainer Cowan
wins with just 3% of runners on grass.
#1 MAXUS (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced at this level and distance in his latest this month. Son of Hat Trick
has won just two of thirty-two career starts and has finished behind many others in here in his recent outings.
#11 ALL STRIKES (U) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace to defeat easier at this distance on dirt across town last month.
Trainer Poulos won with six of last eighteen claimers that won last time out and dark bay can be closing but has won just two
of thirty-seven career starts.

